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Climate Disclosures aligned
to Financial Reporting
Regulatory greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reporting is
generally related to assets or industrial sites. Examples
include the European Union Emissions Trading System
and
Alberta's
Carbon
Competitiveness
Incentive
Regulation. The responsibility resides with the asset
operators to quantify and report emissions. This broadly
aligns with GHG Protocol's Operational Control Approach
when setting organisational boundaries. This filtered down
to voluntary corporate reporting and methodologies
produced by industry associations. World Steel
Association's Climate Action data collection and
Environmental and Emissions Monitoring System of the UK
oil and gas industry are examples of operational control
reporting. However, with the International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) Foundation's initiative to
provide investors and capital market participants with a
corporate sustainability disclosures standard, are climate
disclosures at the cusp of change?

GHG emission data
shall be consolidated
according to the
approach with which
the entity
consolidates its
financial reporting
data.
ISSB Climate-related
Disclosures Prototype
November 2021

Investor needs for high quality, standardised, corporate
climate related data prompted IFRS Foundation to create
the Technical Readiness Working Group (TWRG). This group
comprises of leading sustainability reporting organisations
such as CDSB, TCFD and SASB. The IFRS Foundation also
launched the International Sustainability Standards Board
(ISSB) in November 2021. TWRG published two prototypes
as recommendations for ISSB to adopt - Climate Prototype
and General Requirements Prototype. According to the
Climate Prototype, "GHG emissions data shall be
consolidated and disclosed according to the approach
with which the entity consolidates its financial reporting
data, which is generally aligned with the financial control
approach defined by the GHG Protocol, and the approach
provided by the Climate Disclosure Standards Board
(CDSB) that is described in REQ-07, Organisational
boundary, of the CDSB Framework for reporting
environmental information, natural capital and associated
business impacts (April 2018)."
This briefing note aims to simplistically explain the
financial control approach for reporting GHG emissions
and the steps companies need to take to implement this
approach.
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What are the different ways
of consolidating emissions
at the corporate level?
There are 3 methods of consolidating emissions at
corporate level - Operational Control based, Financial
Control based and Equity Share based.
Under the
Operational Control based approach, a company accounts
for all the emissions from the assets that it operates and
sets out operational policies and practices for, irrespective
of ownership. Under the Financial Control based approach,
a company accounts for all emissions for assets under its
financial control. We will discuss Financial Control further
in this briefing note. Under the Equity Share approach, a
company accounts for the share of emissions equivalent
to its economic interest in the asset.

Checklist
Consult your financial
reporting team & identify
all assets that are included
in your financial report
Consult your financial
reporting team to identify
joint ventures and
partnerships and your
equity share in them based
on economic substance
Prepare asset level GHG
emissions inventories for all
the emissions from the
identified assets including
joint ventures and
partnerships
Prepare Corporate GHG
emissions inventories by
consolidating asset
inventories, carving out the
identified percentage for
joint ventures and
partnerships
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What does Financial Control
mean and how to report
emissions under this?
The Financial Control approach is consistent with
international financial accounting standards. In other
words a company would report all GHG emissions from all
the assets consolidated in its financial report. For Joint
Ventures and Partnerships, the company would report its
equity share of emissions.
Under the Financial Control approach approach, a joint
venture company accounts for GHG emissions according
to its share of equity in the asset. Equity share is based on
economic interest. In other words it is the extent of rights
a company has to the risks and rewards from the Joint
Venture. Please note that equity share is typically aligned
to the ownership percentage. However, there could be
exceptions. In cases where risks and reward are not
aligned with equity ownership then economic substance
overrides legal ownership. Again this is consistent with
international reporting standards. Substance over form is
a well known financial reporting concept.
Always consult your financial and legal teams when
preparing GHG emissions inventory using the Financial
Control approach. This will ensure you are accounting for
the right assets and using the correct equity share.
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Further References
GHG Protocol: Corporate Standard | Greenhouse Gas Protocol (ghgprotocol.org)
ISSB: https://www.ifrs.org/groups/international-sustainability-standards-board

ERC Evolution Supports Companies Preparing for ISSB
Disclosure. We have unique expertise in merging oil and gas
Reserves forecasts with Emissions forecasts to assess impacts
on asset value.
Please get in touch to find out how our team can help your
company prepare for the regulator and investor led demands of
climate change disclosure.

